
FLATHEAD CITY/COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING

July 15, 2021
ZOOM/PHONE

EARL BENNETT BUILDING
1035 1ST AVENUE WEST
KALISPELL, MONTANA

VIDEO: https://youtu.be/BG5Zoog-NIY

Members Present Other Attendees
Roger Noble, P.G.
Bill Burg, CPA
Pete Heyboer, MD
Ardis Larsen
Kyle Waterman
Jessica Malberg-Fiftal,DVM.MSPH,DACVR
Annie Bukacek, MD
Pamela Holmquist
Ronalee Skees

Joe Russell
Victoria Price
Kilani Klette
Jen Rankosky

Kirk Zander
Jenelle Grau
Teresa Farr

1. Call to Order
Chairperson Roger Noble called the meeting to order at (1:02pm)
Roll Call at (0:04:58)

2. Attendance
Roll Call at (0:04:58)

3. Approval of Agenda
Bill Burg moves to approve the modified agenda as provided and Ronalee Skees seconds the motion.
Started at (0:05:27)
All Ayes. Started at (0:06:03)
Motion passes

4. Citizen Comment
Written Citizen Comment:
There were no Written Citizen Comments at this time.

Zoom Citizen Comment:
There were no Verbal Citizen Comments at this time. Started at (0:05:46)

Roger Noble asks if anybody in the audience would like to make public comments. Audience
answered no. Started at (0:06:12)

5. Approval of Meeting Minutes for June 17th, 2021
Roger Noble commented on the original line that says Evergreen Disposal will be removed from
today’s agenda, be corrected to say that Evergreen Water District will be removed from today’s



agenda. Started at (0:06:25) Ronalee Skees moves to approve the minutes as modified and Pete
Heyboer seconds the motion.
All Ayes. Started at (0:06:55)
Motion passes

6. Committee Reports
Personnel Committee

 Kyle Waterman gives a quick update on the Personnel Committee’s meeting reviewing salary

survey, job description, along with what was advertised and posted. Along with the changes
that were made. Started at (0:07:26)

 The Health Officer’s job is posted and should be open until August 13th. Andrew will then

review and prepare folders. Started at (0:07:54)

 The Personnel Committee will meet again around the 25th and 26th of Aug. If everything runs

as planned, they will have the Personnel Committee do a 1st round of interviews around
September 8th or 9th. Started at (0:08:13)

 Full Board of Health interview time looking at September 22nd or 23rd. Started at (0:08:45)

 Having similar interviews to what we have had in the past where we have broken down into
subgroups. Started at (0:09:00)

 Make recommendations to the commissioners for hiring the Health Officer. Started at
(0:09:30)

 Pam Holmquist commented on the Commissioners side of the hiring process. Started at
(0:09:51)

 Kyle Waterman shares the hiring process timeline. Started at (0:10:26)

 Pete Heyboer asked if the interviews would be held in the evening. Started at (0:11:08)

 Kyle Waterman acknowledges Heyboer’s request and they will be able to post a schedule

closer to that time. Started at (0:11:11:11)

 Roger Noble asks how the position will be posted. Started at (0:12:05)

 Kyle Waterman shares more on the job posting. Started at (0:12:14)

 Jessica Malberg mentions that she received an email on this posting. Started at (0:12:58)

COVID-19 COMMITTEE Update

 Pete Heyboer mentions that the committee has not met since the last meeting and there have

not been many changes other than what’s in the Health Officer’s report. Started at (0:13:32)

 Clinics are starting to have the COVID-19 vaccines and administering them. Started at

(0:13:52)

 Mentions that clinics are getting more people in for the vaccine as well as informing them
about the value of being protected for themselves and our greater community. Started at
(0:14:03)

 Briefly mentions statistics from Joe Russell’s report. Started at (0:14:40)

 Roger Noble mentions that we will get more information on testing through the Health
Officer’s report. Started at (0:15:27)

Environmental Health Committee Update

 Roger Noble mentions that the committee met last week and discussed two items Started at
(0:15:32).

 One item was to try and expedite some of the septic permit application reviews and
consider using consultants to assist the staff in turning them around in a timely
matter. Started at (0:15:38)



 The other item was Glacier International Airport is looking at alternative septic
disposal methods and gave an informative status report on it. Started at (0:16:24).

 More Environmental Health staffing updates will be discussed in the Health Officer’s
report. Started at (0:17:18)

7. Departmental Reports
Community Health

 Kilani Klette mentions that the Home Visiting Program’s case load is high. Started at
(0:17:47)

 First summer fun group connection series. Started at (0:18:04)

 Promoting early literacy project. Started at (0:18:17)

 Immunization numbers are continuing to increase. Started at (0:18:34)

 Covid clinic transition into the Health Department went smooth. Our numbers are staying
above 100. Started at (0:18:42)

 Travel appointments have taken off in June. Started at (0:18:52)

 Continuing to have a Nursing vacancy and had another round of interviews this week. Started
at (0:19:09)

 Our WIC program started our Farmers Market program with the extra money we got from

Covid relief. Vouchers are available for our families. Started at (0:19:19)

 One of our dieticians has begun training for her Certified Lactation Consultant certificate.

Started at (0:20:16)

 Annie Bukacek asked if the vouchers were used specifically for fruits and vegetables. Started

at (0:20:26)

 Kilani Klette mentions that they are specifically for fruits and vegetables. Started at (0:20:29)

Population Health

 Jen Rankosky goes over the Grants wrapping up for the end of the year as well as the
Population Health numbers. Started at (0:20:52)

 They were able to interview and hopefully that individual accepts the connects position. They
were also able to interview for the CD nurse and hopefully that individual accepts the
position as well. Started at (0:21:14)

 We have had an increase in bat calls and have sent quite a few to the state for testing.

Continuing to educate the public on how to preserve the bats for testing. Started at (0:21:37)

 Pushing information out about Air Quality and where people can go to get that information.
Started at (0:22:06)

 Jessica Malberg mentions if a person is concerned about a rabid animal that they refrigerate it
and not freeze them. Started at (0:22:44)

 Jen Rankosky explains that we do give out that information and it is one of the first things we
mention in our afterhours calls. We have been working with Glacier International Park on
educating the public. Started at (0:22:55)

 Roger Noble asks if any of the bats have been tested positive for rabies. Started at (0:23:36)

 Jen Rankosky doesn’t believe they have had any positive tests. Started at (0:23:41)

 Roger Noble asks how people catch the bats. Started at (02:23:43)

 Jen Rankosky mentions different ways bats are caught and we encourage people to always
wear gloves. Started at (0:23:49)

Finance



 Kirk Zander reported on June preliminary process of closing out the fiscal year. Started at
(0:24:45)

 Overall turning out to be in good shape due to Covid funding and increase in revenue in
Environmental Health. Started at (0:25:10)

 Final report for FY21 will be presented at the September Board meeting. Started at (0:25:25)

 Bill Burg asks with cash being down for Home Health and receivables up if it was due to a
collection problem or system problem. Started at (0:25:44)

 Kirk Zander believes it is just timing and maybe the way year end happened here. We will
probably get some cash right here in July collections from those receivables. Started at
(0:25:52)

 Joe Russell mentions that some of that is due to June’s reimbursement that happened starting

with this calendar year. Started at (0:26:24)

 Bill Burg mentions that it is a very skinny cash balance. Started at (0:26:43)

 Bill Burg asks about what percentages of receivables will we receive in the next 30 days.
Started at (0:26:55)

 Joe mentions that we have a high receivable historically. Started at (0:27:09)

 Kirk Zander believes the receivables are relatively in good shape. Talks about the timing of
things as well as changes that were made. He will keep an eye on it and if anything pops up,
he will let them know. Started at (0:27:19)

 Kyle Waterman asks about grants being at a certain percentage spent and if we can carry
some of that money forward. Started at (0:27:50)

 Kirk Zander mentions that most of them are reimbursable grants. Started at (0:28:05)

Health Officer’s Report

 Joe Russell reports on new cases over time. We have seen as mentioned a pickup with cases

over the last ten days. Some of those cases have had been sequenced and have the Delta
strain. Started at (0:28:56)

 The incidents of new cases in July have gone up. In June the average of new cases was 9.13
and the average for July through the 8th is 13.9. Started at (0:29:32)

 Most if not all, almost every case is unvaccinated. In Flathead County we’ve had 34

breakthrough cases of fully vaccinated people that are contracting Covid. Started at (0:29:52)

 Talks about vaccine rates. Started at (0:30:31)

 Pete Heyboer asked of those 34 who were vaccinated if they still test positive, do you know
how sick they were. Started at (0:30:48)

 Joe Russell mentions that the ones he had inquired on are not very sick. Started at (0:31:01)

 Pete Heyboer mentions that he thinks it is important to know that even out of those 34 that
tested positive, he believes unless we have evidence otherwise, that they probably did not
have serious disease. Started at (0:31:06)

 Joe Russell replies to Heyboer’s response. Started at (0:31:25)

 Annie Bukacek commented that these are anecdotal reports that they are talking about.

Started at (0:31:37)

 Joe Russell responds to Bukacek’s comment. Started at (0:31:46)

 Roger Noble asks if this includes both residents and nonresidents and can we separate those
out. Started at (0:31:57)

 Joe Russell mentions that we do see both reports. Started at (0:32:06)

 Talks about long term care outbreak status and screening of the tests. Started at (0:32:52)

 Reports positivity rate vs total tests. Started at (0:33:47)



 Goes over percent immunized with first dose 7-2-21. Started at (0:34:27)

 Bill Burg has a question about the statistics that are published and quoted. Started at (0:34:50)

 Joe Russell and Bill Burg discuss the data that is collected on immunizations and immunity.
Started at (0:35:18)

 Annie Bukacek talks about overlapping. Started at (0:36:33)

 Annie Bukacek and Bill Berg discuss more on this topic. Started at (0:35:35)

 Pete Heyboer explains that you receive immunity in two ways. Started at (0:37:03)

 Further discussion on immunization and immunity between Board Members. Started at
(0:39:22)

 Jessica Malberg asks if we know roughly how many people tested positive that have been
vaccinated. Started at (0:40:06)

 Joe Russell shares more on immunization and immunity. Started at (0:40:17)

 Annie Bukacek commented that there are so many things that are controversial out there.

Started at (0:41:48)

 Has information to pass out from the CDC data Montana Covid-19 statistics. Started at

(0:42:56)

 Jessica Malberg had a couple of points to share about testing and how the CDC monitors

patients. Started at (0:44:09)

 Further discussions between Board Members. Started at (0:44:53)

 Kyle Waterman mentions we are going over the Health Officer’s report and it is not the time
to debate. Started at (0:45:50)

 Discussion between Board Members on what the data supports. Started at (0:46:09)

 Roger Noble thanks Board Members for their comments. Started at (0:47:54)

 Joe Russell to end this report he has issued two letters in the last very short time. One to
Stillwater Landing and the other to Pete’s Fried Chicken with compliance issues. These
orders are public record. Started at (0:48:13)

 Other matters for the Board, he will be teaching an Instructor Development Workshop for the

Biomedical Research and Training at LSU during the morning hours of the week of July19,
2021. Started at (0:50:51)

 Wanted to acknowledge Bill Burg’s generosity. He has always been there for us in supporting
our staff. Started at (0:51:28)

 Bill Burg mentioned serving on the Glacier Symphony board in the past and how they were

delighted to give tickets to our staff and the staff of the CHC for the concert at Rebecca
Farms. Started at (0:52:32)

 He asks procedurally what we do to bring in help in these cases on the food issue and what

has changed if any under the new law. Whose authority did you have to go through. Started at
(0:53:41)

 Joe Russell mentions the authorities have not changed. Explains the steps that were taken.
Started at (0:54:11)

 Bill Burg asks how the department became aware of these situations. Started at (0:55:48)

 Joe Russell explains how they were made aware as well as the next steps. Started at (0:55:54)

 We had a popup clinic at Ace Hardware and will have another popup clinic at Bias Brewing
Started at (0:57:05)

 The DNRC Grant had been submitted about an hour ago. The deviation was straightforward.
Started at (0:58:11)



 Environmental Health staff as Roger mentioned, we are fully staffed and have someone who
filled Kate’s old position. Kate will be assuming the management position in this department.
Started at (0:58:49)

 He would like to have a Home Health Operations Committee meeting before our next Board
of Health meeting to talk about cash and sustainability. Started at (0:59:47)

 Kyle Waterman asks if we are all wrapped up with moving off with the Health Center.
Started at (1:00:14)

 Joe Russell mentions that everything is moving fine, and we are still great partners. Started at
(1:00:20)

 Kyle Waterman and Joe Russell discuss the Family Planning section. Started at (1:00:37)

 Joe Russell talks about filling positions within our other departments and losing employees

due to the cost of living in the Flathead County. Started at (1:01:23)

 Anni Bukacek mentions that this is true in all sectors of society. Started at (1:02:38)

 Has a question on long term facilities about getting vaccinated for Covid. Started at (1:02:44)

 Joe Russell explains House Bill 702. Started at (1:02:59)

 Annie Bukacek asks what percentage are vaccinating in those facilities. Started at (1:03:29)

 Joe Russell explains those under care are at 82 percent. Started at (1:03:33)

 Discussions between Board Members on vaccinated caretakers and outbreak status in the

long term care facilities. Started at (1:03:54)

 Ronalee Skees explains how the long-term care facilities are a part of the CMS requirements

under the Federal regulations. Started at (1:04:48)

 Teresa Farr asked to give public comment. Asks when we talk about cases, what facilities are

we talking about. Asks about the Flathead County dashboard not reflecting the data. Started
at (1:08:08)

 Discussion on the public comment and dashboard. Started at (1:08:56)

 Teresa Farr mentions mask wearing for children. Started at (1:10:10)

 Roger Noble closed public comments. Started at (1:10:17)

 Roger Noble asks if we can get an update on Air Quality at our next meeting. Started at

(1:10:33)

 Joe Russell can provide updates. Briefly explains where our Air Quality data comes from.
Started at (1:10:58)

 Discussion between Board Members on where these reports are located and how we monitor

it. (1:11:56)

 Roanalee Skees talks more about the CMS requirements question on staff in the long-term
facilities. Started at (1:14:10)

8. Questions About Departmental Reports
 Roanalee Skees talks more about the CMS requirements question on staff in the long-term

facilities. Started at (1:14:10)

9. Board Member Comments
There were no comments at this time.

10. Adjournment
-Meeting ended at 2:15pm (1:15:16)



_________________________________ __________________

Approved by Roger Nobel Date of Approval


